PICKLEBALL INSTRUCTOR – PICKLEBALL LESSONS

BEGINER PLAYERS MOVING TO INTERMEDIATE
Learn the serve, return of serve, different volleys, dinking, blocking and smashing.
Learn how to properly hold your paddle and how to receive a volley.
Learn how to position yourself on the court, when and how to move to the kitchen line.
Learn forehand and backhand strokes

INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS MOVING TO ADVANCED
Learn strategies, third shot drop, drive shot, lob, smashing, blocking, and advance dinking.
Learn to utilize pickleball shots that have a high percentage of success.
Learn to communicate with your partner to minimize errors.
Learn to utilize pickleball shots that have a high percentage of success.
Learn the “soft game” and ball placement.
Learn to look for the opposition’s weakness, and develop strategies to take advantage of them.
Learn team play, communicating, partners moving together and proper positioning.
Learn how to play against bangers and smashers.

Hank LODEWYKS
Email: hanklodewyks@icloud.com
PH: 204 – 782-7516

COACHING EXPERIENCE: Football, hockey, soccer, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, and have taught pickleball for 5 years.